
WHY IS AFRICA SO UNDER DEVELOPED

We (Africans) do not understand the business. This problem is the paradigm we are embedded in. This paradigm is very
hard to change.

There were rare pockets of learning, like Timbuktu, but nothing like the chain of universities that could be
found in even medieval Europe. Also, some links to interesting sites, such as a chart ranking the institutional
quality of sub-Saharan African nations Botswana is 3, Zimbabweâ€”as of â€”is 31, ahead of 17 others. At the
same time, a rise in productivity will not necessarily lower world prices by an increase in supply, because the
demand may remain fairly small. International trading agreements with Africa have been unfair on African
countries. Today Spain is better off on every socio-economic standard than almost any Arab country, and had
it remained Arabic its living standard would be more similar to that of North Africa today, hardly an
improvement. The aid flow into Africa, Burgis notes, is tiny compared with the value of the exploited
resources flowing in the other direction. Thus, it was much easier for Japan or China to eventually
industrialize than it has been for Australian aboriginals or for Africans. And in architecture, the Aztecs and
Mayans did produce some very fine structures, but it is a matter of opinion if they are any more impressive
than the Pantheon, or a Norte Dame cathedral. These conflicts were not always wars in the usual way with
armies and guns. You don't know any history at all if you think the Europeans were the only ones who did not
engage in colonization. Frederic Caillaurd, during his quest to discover the source of the Nile, marvelled at the
structures of Egyptian society. Had Sub Saharan African been more advanced, at a higher level of
socio-economic development, it cold have better defended itself against being colonized. Burgis offers no easy
answers apart from the need to expose the dirty laundry in all its glory. Apart from business disruption, the
revolt has caused sporadic migration, abandonment of professions and jobs, discouraged foreign investment,
food scarcity and dehumanized people. Many, major African languages had no written form at all, and even
those that did had far less use of writing for legal, economic or even religious use. It evades the question as to
why the average level of development of Africa wasn't even comparable to that of India, or East Asia. The
British weren't the only outsiders to try to conquer India and colonize it, they were just more successful than
the earlier ones, is all. Africans would use all their available resources to defend their people and territories.
Moreover, roads and communication networks are destroyed or barred which further cripples these businesses.
Once Sub Sahara Africa developed even just a little, the Europeans were not able to hold the territory. In
Nigeria, the Boko Haram insurgency has led to over , deaths since it started its brutal operation six years ago.
Wars disorient people and leave them destitute. Credit: venturesafrica. They developed in their own way, as
studies of such people tend to show. Ethiopia, which has one of the oldest civilizations in Africa, was not
successfully colonized by Europeans for the same reason, it had a longer history of development, writing, and
existence as a nation state than other Sub Saharan African countries. Click to expand That patronising attitude
was used by the European powers as an excuse to save those people from themselves, by bringing to them the
great benefits of Christianity and European civilisation, whether they wanted it or not.. You can find more
information about education in Africa and its challenges by reading some of our articles below. Even the
Cholas of India had their period of colonizing overseas. Such unfair agreements and relationships have
allowed individual African officials to get rich while the region sells itself cheaply and develops no
infrastructure. To get the same amount of food, the civilized farmer has to work a much longer day. And
scholars from Zimbabwe were not coming there to study. This period of time was filled with long, bitter
colonial conflicts. Physical factors, including transportation difficulties and climate. Related items. Britain
began to ban the trade in slaves from , and it was not until that the Gold Coast â€” now Ghana â€” finally
became the first African country south of the Sahara to become independent from European rulers. Everyone
seems to have a pet explanation for this tragic phenomenon, citing pervasive corruption, dysfunctional
democratic institutions and justice systems, greedy multinational corporations, shady local and international
elites, incompetent or ineffective international aid agencies, resource wars waged by domestic militias as well
as outside armies and the vestiges of colonialism â€” or the advent of a new type of colonialism driven by
players like China and Israel. Africa is increasingly aware of the corruption problem and even the importance
of managing it within the region. A majority of African youth are not employed today due to inadequacy in
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education and technical skills. The Aztecs habit of starting ritual wars with neighbors so they had human
sacrifices available certainly did not endear themselves. Senior leaders in government and private sectors alike
have resorted to taking bribes. To sum up, we can say that an unequal trading system has been imposed on
Africa by Europe from the mid fifteenth century onwards.


